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PAINTINGS AND ETCHINGS BY WALLACE L. DE WOLF

OCTOBER EIGHTEEN TO NOVEMBER EIGHTEEN, 1919
THE GUARDIAN OF THE DESERT
THE PROCEEDS FROM THE SALE OF WORKS IN THIS COLLECTION WILL BE DEVOTED TO THE ART INSTITUTE
CATALOGUE

PAINTINGS

1 THE FOOTHILLS, PASADENA
2 THE DESERT AT NEEDLES, CALIFORNIA
3 THE SKOKIE MARSH
4 EVENING, MOJAVE DESERT
5 BIG SUGAR PINE
6 THE RIM OF THE WORLD
7 SPRING IN CALIFORNIA
8 SAGE BRUSH, CALIFORNIA
9 ALKALI BED AND MESA
10 CAJON PASS
11 ARIZONA DESERT
12 THE MARSH AT UNDERCLIFF
13 SUPERSTITION MOUNTAIN
14 THE DESERT AT VICTORVILLE
15 THE RINCON, SANTA BARBARA
16 THE MYSTIC HOUR
17 SUPERSTITION MOUNTAIN, ARIZONA DESERT
18 ABOVE THE CLOUDS, SAN FERNANDO VALLEY
19 THE DESERT AT WINSLOW
20 "OLD BALDY" FROM GLENDORA
21 THE GUARDIAN OF THE DESERT
22 SUNRISE, ESTES PARK
SAGE BRUSH, CALIFORNIA

23 OWEN'S LAKE
24 SANTA CRUZ
25 POPPY FIELD, MOJAVE DESERT
26 SALT RIVER, ARIZONA
27 SAN GABRIEL VALLEY
ETCHINGS

28 THE DESERT AT VICTORVILLE
29 OLD SPANISH MISSION, LAMY, NEW MEXICO
30 PINE CREST
31 ROAD TO SAN TAN
32 PINES AT BIG BEAR
33 THE YUCCA
34 MOJAVE DESERT
35 ALKALI LAKE, MOJAVE DESERT
36 MISSION RIDGE
37 CALUMET MARSH
38 PINE BARRENS
39 THE COAST AT CARMEL
40 MESQUITE TREES
41 RED ROCK CANYON, MOJAVE DESERT
42 DESERT PALM
43 RAIN STORM, PINE CREST
44 THE CRAGS
45 DESERT FLORA
46 TWILIGHT
47 REDWOODS, BIG BASIN
48 RED ROCK CANYON NO. 2, MOJAVE DESERT
49 THE LONE SUHUARA
50 EUCALYPTUS TREES
51 PALO VERDE
52 A JERSEY MARSH
53 THE DESERT AT WINSLOW
54 TWILIGHT, ARIZONA DESERT
55 PALM SPRINGS
56 SUGAR PINES
57 AUTUMN SKIES
58 THE DESERT AT PALM SPRINGS
59 GREASEWOOD
60 APACHE TRAIL
61 THE EDGE OF THE FOREST
62 NIGHT, MOJAVE DESERT
63 THE LONE PINE
64 SENTINELS OF THE DESERT
65 SKOKIE MARSH
66 CLOUDS AT SUNSET
67 GIANT CACTUS
68 REDWOOD PARK
69 THE OCOTILLO
70 THE LONG, LONG TRAIL
71 THE SNOWY RANGE